**Tennis Tournament Results**
**SLU Fall Classic**
**Sep 07, 2019 at Canton, N.Y. (Sammis Tennis Courts/Newell Field House)**

### Singles competition

#### A Flight
- **16** Alan Dubrovsky (Hobart) def. Runjia Fang (University of Rochester) 8-6
- **16** Rob Dotterer (Hamilton) def. Verosh Jayanetti (RIT) 8-4
- **16** Harry Lyu (Hobart) def. Colten Lavery (Ithaca) 8-5
- **16** Nathan Turtledove (St. Lawrence) def. Del Schunk (Union) 8-5
- **16** Walker Anderson (Hobart) def. Minos Stavrakas (Ithaca) 8-3
- **16** Nico Haet (St. Lawrence) def. Patrick Matthews (RIT) 8-1
- **16** Sam Farber (Hamilton) def. Yifan Shen (University of Rochester) 8-7 (0-5)
- **16** Kaan Ayman (Hobart) def. Ioannis Binopoulos (Union) 8-5
- **16** Mark Zolotukhin (University of Rochester) def. Alec Roslin (St. Lawrence) 8-3
- **16** Jeremy Atwater (Hobart) def. Eric Stein (Hamilton) 8-5
- **16** Tanmay Thakkar (University of Rochester) def. Sam Fried (Ithaca) 8-2
- **16** Thomas McGuire (Union) def. Quinn Bermingham (St. Lawrence) 8-5
- **16** Thomas Shung (Hobart) def. Adam Dietz (Hamilton) 8-3
- **16** Austin Egna (Union) def. Sahaj Somani (University of Rochester) 8-7 (0-2)
- **16** Aidan O'Brien (Union) def. Liam Spiegel (Ithaca) 8-5
- **16** Jake Wolicki (RIT) def. Eric Tecce (St. Lawrence) 8-6
- **16** Jeremy Atwater (Hobart) def. Mark Zolotukhin (University of Rochester) 8-3
- **16** Tanmay Thakkar (University of Rochester) def. Thomas McGuire (Union) 8-2
- **16** Austin Egna (Union) def. Thomas Shung (Hobart) 8-2
- **16** Aidan O'Brien (Union) def. Jake Wolicki (RIT) 8-4
- **16** Jeremy Atwater (Hobart) vs. Tanmay Thakkar (University of Rochester) no result
- **16** Austin Egna (Union) vs. Del Schunk (Union) no result

#### B Flight
- **16** Kai Yuminaga (University of Rochester) def. Guy Holbrook (St. Lawrence) 8-1
- **16** George Lomas (Ithaca) def. Lucas Suhl (Hamilton) 8-5
- **16** Colin Molloy (Hobart) def. Nick Weitzman (Union) 8-4
- **16** David Trimmer (RIT) def. Max Sobel (Ithaca) 8-4
- **16** Ronnak Saxena (Hamilton) def. Arman Tavana (St. Lawrence) 8-3
- **16** Jack Andre (Union) def. Jared Fields (Ithaca) 8-1
- **16** Michael Rudin (University of Rochester) def. Henry Schwob (Hamilton) 8-1
- **16** Jack Ledford (Hobart) def. Nick Lim (RIT) 8-3
- **16** Kai Yuminaga (University of Rochester) def. George Lomas (Ithaca) 8-3
- **16** Colin Molloy (Hobart) def. David Trimmer (RIT) 8-2
- **16** Ronnak Saxena (Hamilton) def. Jack Andre (Union) 8-3
- **16** Jack Ledford (Hobart) def. Michael Rudin (University of Rochester) 8-1
- **16** Kai Yuminaga (University of Rochester) vs. Colin Molloy (Hobart) no result
- **16** Ronnak Saxena (Hamilton) vs. Jack Ledford (Hobart) no result

#### C Flight
- **16** Joe Mallon (Hobart) def. Ryan Dagan (Union) 8-4
- **16** Artem Khaybullin (Ithaca) def. Hamza Khammash (RIT) 8-7 (0-6)
- **16** Cameron Pankau (St. Lawrence) def. Matt Zeitler (Hamilton) 8-6
- **16** Matt Resnikoff (University of Rochester) def. Carter Casimir (RIT) 8-4
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**Doubles competition**

**A Doubles**

16  Alan Dubrovsky/Kaan Ayman (Hobart) def. Runjia Fang/Tanmay Thakkar (University of Rochester) 8-7 (0-5)  
16  Ioannis Binopoulos/Aidan O'Brien (Union) def. Verosh Jayanetti/Patrick Matthews (RIT) 8-5  
16  Sam Fried/George Lomas (Ithaca) def. Yifan Shen/Kai Yuminaga (University of Rochester) 8-6  
16  Sam Farber/Eric Stein (Hamilton) def. Nico Haet/Joshua Marvaid (St. Lawrence) 8-5  
16  Minos Stavrakas/Colten Lavery (Ithaca) def. Austin Egna/Nick Weitzman (Union) 8-6  
16  Jeremy Atwater/Jack Ledford (Hobart) def. Mark Zolotukhin/Michael Rudin (University of Rochester) 8-6  
16  Matt Bartok/Rob Dotterer (Hamilton) def. Jake Wolicki/Nick Lim (RIT) 8-1  
16  Walker Anderson/Harry Lyu (Hobart) def. Eric Tecce/Nathan Turtle dove (St. Lawrence) 8-7 (0-1)  
qf  Alan Dubrovsky/Kaan Ayman (Hobart) def. Ioannis Binopoulos/Aidan O'Brien (Union) 8-5  
qf  Sam Farber/Eric Stein (Hamilton) def. George Lomas/Sam Fried (Ithaca) 8-5  
qf  Minos Stavrakas/Colten Lavery (Ithaca) def. Jeremy Atwater/Jack Ledford (Hobart) 8-4  
qf  Matt Bartok/Rob Dotterer (Hamilton) def. Walker Anderson/Harry Lyu (Hobart) 8-5  
sf  Alan Dubrovsky/Kaan Ayman (Hobart) vs. Sam Farber/Eric Stein (Hamilton) no result  
sf  Minos Stavrakas/Colten Lavery (Ithaca) vs. Matt Bartok/Rob Dotterer (Hamilton) no result

**B Doubles**

16  Shepard Shutkin/Guy Holbrook (St. Lawrence) def. David Bond/Thomas McGuire (Union) 8-7 (0-2)  
16  Colin Molloy/Thomas Shung (Hobart) def. Henry Schwob/Lucas Suhl (Hamilton) 8-6  
16  Carter Casimir/Hamza Khammassh (RIT) def. Wyman Ward/Artem Khaybullin (Ithaca) 8-3  
16  Nate Bartlett/Ryan Dagan (Union) def. Matt Resnikoff/Peter Huang (University of Rochester) 8-7 (0-6)  
16  Joe Mallon/Thomas Speers (Hobart) def. Quinn Bemingham/Arman Tavana (St. Lawrence) 8-5  
16  Liam Spiegel/Max Sobel (Ithaca) def. Jack Andre/Del Schunk (Union) 8-2  
16  Leo Bakiri/Jett Wright (Hobart) def. James Wolpe/Cameron Pankau (St. Lawrence) 8-6  
16  Sahaj Somani/Pasquale Procaccino (University of Rochester) def. Ronnak Saxena/Adam Dietz (Hamilton) 8-4  
qf  Colin Molloy/Thomas Shung (Hobart) def. Shepard Shutkin/Guy Holbrook (St. Lawrence) 8-1  
qf  Carter Casimir/Hamza Khammassh (RIT) def. Ryan Dagan/Nate Bartlett (Union) 8-7 (0-5)  
qf  Joe Mallon/Thomas Speers (Hobart) def. Liam Spiegel/George Lomas (Ithaca) 8-4  
qf  Pasquale Procaccino/Sahaj Somani (University of Rochester) def. Leo Bakiri/Jett Wright (Hobart) 8-6  
sf  Colin Molloy/Thomas Shung (Hobart) vs. Carter Casimir/Hamza Khammassh (RIT) no result  
sf  Joe Mallon/Thomas Speers (Hobart) vs. Sahaj Somani/Pasquale Procaccino (University of Rochester) no result

Tournament notes:
Day 1: Started on both indoor and outdoor courts, moved inside mid-morning due to